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The views, opinions, and information expressed during this webinar are those of the presenter and 
are not the views or opinions of Worldwide ERC®.  Worldwide ERC® makes no representation or 
warranty with respect to the webinar or any information or materials presented therein.  Users of 
webinar materials should not rely upon or construe the information or resource materials 
contained in this webinar as legal or other professional advice and should not act or fail to act 
based on the information in these materials without seeking the services of a competent legal or 
other professional.
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Webinar Instructions

Technical difficulties? 
• Dial 866.779.3239, or e-mail questions to support@webex.com

Sound Troubles?
• If your sound quality is poor, check your Wi-Fi strength or connect via cable. 
• Call in using the phone number listed under the “Event Info” tab in the upper left-hand corner.

To return to meeting room window:
• If you are in full screen mode, you may return to the meeting room window by clicking the View 

Meeting Room button located at the bottom left corner of your screen.
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Q&A Instructions

• Submit questions through Q&A dialogue box 

• Box is located in lower right corner of screen 

• Do not use the Chat Box

• Be specific

• You may submit your question at any time
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CRP ®, GMS ®, and HRCI Credit Information

This session is available for 1 CRP® and 1 GMS® credit:

• GMS ® designees must add this session to their GMS ® Renewal Application

• CRP® designee attendees will receive credit automatically (within about 1 week) of this session

This session is being recorded and will be archived:

• ALL may access this session until 1 December 2019

• Worldwide ERC® members may access this session until 30 December 2019

• Premium Learning Portal subscribers may access this session until 31 October 2021

This activity, ID No. 400747, has been approved for 1 HR (General) recertification credit hours toward aPHR™, 
PHR®, PHRca®, SPHR®, GPHR®, PHRi™ and SPHRi™ recertification through HR Certification Institute® 
(HRCI®). Please make note of the activity ID number on your recertification application form. For more 
information about certification or recertification, please visit the HR Certification Institute website at 
www.hrci.org.
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Topics

• Worldwide ERC® Advocacy Efforts
• Government Affairs Update
• Tax Update
• Questions and Answers
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Worldwide ERC® Advocacy Efforts

• Worldwide ERC® is raising the profile of our past and current efforts on public policy 
as well as increasing our engagement on advocacy

• We are in the process of rolling out the following:
• Enhanced Worldwide ERC® website section dedicated to public policy issues on 

workforce mobility
• Worldwide ERC® Quarterly Legislative and Regulatory Updates to members 

highlighting efforts on the top five mobility advocacy priorities
• Semi-annual Worldwide ERC® Hill Day with inaugural event held on October 2
• Grassroots network of Worldwide ERC® members willing to reach out to their 

members of Congress on our issues
• Formal process through the Worldwide® Community and the Government Affairs 

Forums in which members will have input on the advocacy priorities
• We encourage you participate in the Government Affairs Forums and Spring Hill Day!
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Government Affairs Update

• Capitol Hill Overview
• Worldwide ERC® Inaugural Capitol Hill Day
• Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act
• Moving Americans Privacy Protection Act
• Reform of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
• Brexit
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Capitol Hill Overview
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Worldwide ERC® Inaugural Capitol Hill Day

• First Semi-Annual Worldwide ERC® Capitol Hill Day held on October 2
• Approximately 20 participants representing 10 states with meetings with 28 

congressional offices
• Advocated on the following issues:

• Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act
• Moving Americans Privacy Protection Act
• Mobile Workforce Tax Simplification Act
• Reform of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac

• Itinerary included welcome by Worldwide ERC® President & CEO Peggy Smith, 
advocacy orientation and training, meetings and closing reception
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Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act

• Only 7% of annual greens cards are currently available to workers from any one 
country regardless of its population size

• As a result, a significant backlog of highly skilled workers from India and China who 
may be the best candidates for certain positions in the U.S.

• Fairness for High-Skilled Immigrants Act (H.R. 1044, S. 286) by Representatives 
Lofgren (D-CA) and Buck (R-CO) and Senators Lee (R-UT) and Harris (D-CA) would 
after a transition period eliminate the country cap

• On July 10, the U.S. House of Representatives passed H.R. 1044 by 365 to 65
• In September, U.S. Senate scheduled to take up S. 286 but two Senators objected
• S. 286 now includes a provision for a temporary category reserving green cards for 

7,200 immigrants in occupations where there is a shortage of workers in the U.S.
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Moving Americans Privacy Protection Act

• U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is required to release vessel manifests 
which can include personally identifiable information of individuals shipping goods to 
U.S.

• Information can include Social Security numbers, passport numbers and home 
addresses

• Data brokers purchase information compiled by CBP and use for marketing and 
analysis purposes and post data on websites

• Information of transferees is vulnerable to criminals using data for identity theft and 
financial fraud

• Moving Americans Privacy Protection Act (H.R. 2521, S. 1302) by Representatives 
Charlie Crist (D-FL) and Michael Waltz (R-FL) and Senators Steve Daines (R-MT) and 
Gary Peters (D-MI) would direct CBP to remove personal data prior to selling it

• Worldwide ERC® actively advocating with American Moving and Storage Association 
and host of other organizations for cosponsors to legislation and its passage this year
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Reform of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac

• Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are government-sponsored enterprises that securitize 
mortgage loans freeing the financial capital of lenders to make more loans

• On September 7, 2008, the Federal government placed Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
into conservatorship due to housing financial crisis and infused with $187 billion

• Since then, key Members of Congress have pushed to reduce the liability of the 
federal government in supporting the secondary mortgage market but urgency 
decreased with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac refunding $242 billion in profits

• On September 5, Trump Administration issued its plan to remove Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac from conservatorship

• The plan would allow Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to recapitalize and reduce the role 
of the federal government but leaves many of the specifics to the Congress which the 
Administration believes should lead the effort on reform
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Brexit – Where Things Stand

• On October 16, UK PM Boris Johnson and EU leaders reached a new agreement on 
Brexit outlining the withdrawal of the United Kingdom (UK) from the European Union 
(EU)

• Agreement does away with the “backstop” which would have kept Northern 
Ireland in EU customs union until a future resolution reached

• Northern Ireland would remain closely aligned, but not in customs union, with EU 
on treatment of goods with no Irish border checks and UK to collect tariffs 

• On October 17, leaders of EU 27 member states voted in favor of the new agreement
• On October 19, UK Parliament voted to table passage of the agreement and Johnson 

required under Benn Act to request a 3-month delay of Brexit
• On October 22, UK Parliament voted in favor of agreement but also in support of 

delay of timing of final passage of the bill
• On October 28, leaders of EU 27 member states approved extension and next day UK 

Parliament voted for national elections to be held on December 12
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Brexit – Mobility Impact

• Difficult for companies to plan for future with continual unknown of status of UK in 
relation to EU 

• In particular a problem for staffing and relocating employees
• Companies already diversifying European operations
• Would result in new trade agreements between the UK and other countries
• UK would determine its own immigration standards and process
• Many small items such as airline regulation and registration being done through EU 

would impact UK and international travel

©2017 Worldwide ERC®
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Tax Update

• Tax Reform - Update
• Tax Filing Season, etc.
• Legislation (or lack thereof)
• State Issues
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Tax Reform

• Industry still reacting to TCJA
• Worldwide ERC latest survey results (163 respondents)

• Are volumes affected?
• Yes:  36%  No: 64%

• Significant decrease:  22%
• Slight decrease: 67%
• Slight increase:   4%
• Significant increase:  7%

• Is use of lump sums increasing
• Yes:  76%  No:  24%
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Survey Results

• Gross-up policy changed?
• Yes: 52%  No: 48%
• How?

• No gross-up for HHG-4%
• Provide fewer gross-ups:  4%
• Changed state gross-up in non-conformity states:  28%
• Changed marginal rate calculation:  28%
• Changed income used to calculate:  36%
• Changed way gross-up requests are handled:  20%

• 70% have updated HHG policies
• 68% say no TCJA company tax savings have been used to support mobility 

budget, 27% not sure
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Tax Reform - State Conformity
• Several states still have not acted as to whether they will adopt federal 

change, and others have changed status since last update
• Arizona finally acted to conform on May 31. Because 2018 forms assumed 

conformity, taxpayers who used them will not have to amend. Moving 
expense deduction/exclusion is not allowed in Arizona

• Massachusetts Revenue Department says Massachusetts will keep 
exclusion when state does conform

• Virginia enacted law February 15, 2019, reversing its earlier decoupling 
from moving expense provision, so moving expenses not excludable in 
Virginia on 2018 returns, or going forward

• Minnesota finally acted in late May 2019, retroactive for 2018.
• Moving expense no longer deductible/excludable
• Taxpayers who filed 2018 returns under old law may need to amend

• These changes, and other conformity uncertainty, greatly complicate filing 
for taxpayers in some states
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Tax Reform - State Conformity Scorecard

• 17 static states have acted:
• 16 now follow federal law: Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, North 

Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin (but Iowa not 
effective until 2019)

• 1 still allows exclusion: Hawaii (and Iowa for 2018)
• Three static states haven’t acted, moving expense still excludable:

• Arkansas, California, Massachusetts  
• One rolling conformity state has kept exclusion:

• New York
• 18 rolling conformity states exclusion currently not allowable: 

• Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut, D.C., Delaware, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, 
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Utah

• Three non-conformity states: 
• New Jersey, Pennsylvania: allow exclusions; Mississippi: does not allow exclusions

• Current final score:  
• Eight states allow exclusion for 2018:  Arkansas, California, Hawaii, Iowa, Massachusetts, New Jersey, 

New York, and Pennsylvania
• Seven allow for 2019 (Iowa does not)
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Tax Reform - State/local Deduction Limit

• TCJA imposes $10,000 limit on individual deduction for state and local 
taxes

• High tax states have devised a number of ways around limit
• Tax credits for contributions to specified state or state-supported 

charities
• Required or voluntary tax payments by pass-through entities, with 

corresponding tax credit at individual level
• IRS final regulations in June disallow charitable contributions if tax 

credit exceeds 15%
• Has not spoken to pass-through workaround
• Affects all charitable contributions with credits, not just ones 

related to $10,000 limit
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Tax Reform - State/local Deduction Limit

• Four states sued U.S. in July, 2018, alleging limit is unconstitutional 
(New York, Connecticut, New Jersey, Maryland)

• Case dismissed by federal U.S. District Court in New York on 
September 30, 2019

• States did not make plausible case that law harms their state 
decision making

• Will be appealed
• Three states sued U.S. in July, 2019, alleging regulations are invalid 

(New York, Connecticut, New Jersey)
• Suit viewed as unlikely to succeed

• No current likelihood of legislation to alter or eliminate the limit
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Filing Season, etc.

• Tax filing data for 2018 (IRS stats through July 25)
• Standard v. Itemize:

• 126 million standard, up from 98 million last year
• 14.6 million itemize, vs. 42.1 million last year

• SALT deductions down from $301 billion to $156.9
• Avg refund down, but only slightly

• Refunds for taxpayers between $250k and 500k rose 11%
• Refunds for taxpayers between $100k and 250k down 10%

• AMT:  taxpayers subject to AMT down from 4.07 million to 78,328
• AMT paid down from $21.7 billion to $967 million

• Not clear how transferees affected
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Etc.-Penalty Relief

• There is a penalty for failing to pay full tax either through withholding 
or estimated tax

• Must pay either 90% of current year tax, or 100% of prior year, by 
return due date

• Due to withholding uncertainty created by TCJA, IRS twice reduced 
required threshold during filing season

• First to 85%
• Then later to 80%
• But taxpayers had to claim relief on their tax returns
• Some 400,000 qualified for relief but did not get it 

• IRS announced August 14 that it will automatically waive penalties for 
those taxpayers without them having to file requests, and send 
refunds of penalties they paid
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Etc.-Form W-4
• Draft of new form released May 31

• Slated to be used for 2020
• Comments due by July 1

• Second redesign after comments released August 9
• Comments due by September 9
• Companies may use revision to begin programming their systems
• Few changes expected for final release

• Commissioner says final by November or December
• New employees will be required to submit new form, but current employees 

may continue to rely on old form submitted previously
• If existing employee fills out new W-4, must use new one
• Will require reprogramming of withholding/payroll systems
• Employers will need two systems to permit withholding under two forms
• But IRS says same withholding tables will apply to both systems
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Home Sale Program Audits

• IRS Audits in general have continued to decline
• Treasury IG report says IRS examined less than 1% of all returns in 

2018, down 28% since 2014
• Similarly, corporate audits have also declined
• IG cites chronic underfunding, implementation of TCJA
• However, IRS recently announced plans to hire significantly more 

examiners
• No audits of home sale programs have been reported to Worldwide 

ERC recently
• However, IRS continues to identify particular issues for coordinated 

nationwide audits, industry needs to cut square corners to stay off the 
radar
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Legislation?

• Technical Corrections/ Changes to Tax Reform
• No consensus on what needs fixing
• House Democrats on Ways & Means Committee passed legislation 

6/20 that would expand the earned income credit and make child 
tax credit fully refundable, along with a couple of other changes to 
TCJA.  Republicans in Senate said DOA.

• Republicans have introduced no full technical corrections bill, but 
have introduced bills to make the tax changes permanent

• Very unlikely anything happens before fall, if then
• No likelihood moving expense deduction/exclusion gets reinstated 

soon 
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Legislation? Expired Provisions
• About 40 expired after 2017
• Bipartisan Senate bill would extend 29 through 2019

• Includes exclusion for mortgage debt forgiveness on principal residence 
and deduction for mortgage insurance

• Unrelated bills have been introduced to make each permanent
• House Ways & Means Committee produced package 6/20

• Extends provisions through 2020
• Paid for by ending higher estate tax exemptions in 2022 instead of 2025
• Bill passed committee on party line vote, Senate objects to estate tax 

exemption change
• No real likelihood of action any time soon
• Taxpayers who needed to use any of the expired provisions in 2018 had to 

file extensions, and with expiration of the extension deadline on October 15 
will have to file amended returns later
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Legislation? Mobile Workforce Act
• Re-introduced in Senate March 1, 2019

• Bipartisan group
• More than two-dozen co-sponsors
• Last year’s version had 61 co-sponsors

• Will again be introduced in House
• Passed House easily last session

• Bill would prohibit a state taxing an out-of-state worker until the worker had worked 
in the state for at least 30 days during the year

• So far the bill has failed to pass Senate, primarily because New York opposes
• Illinois enacted its own legislation August 25

• Adopts MWA 30-day standard, beginning in 2021
• Illinois previously taxed all income earned in the state

• Worldwide ERC supports, will monitor progress
• One of issues pushed during Worldwide ERC Hill Day
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State Issues

• California
• Bill to apply false claims act to tax matters
• Independent contractor legislation makes harder to avoid 

classification as employee
• Wisconsin

• Expenses to move business out of state not deducible by company
• Could affect some relocations
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Thank you for attending! 
Visit the Worldwide ERC® web site at 
www.worldwideERC.org, or contact 

Worldwide ERC® for more information on these topics.  +1.703.842.3400
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